
Coastal Satellite Consultation evening Q&A 

 

Q: Is it envisaged that students/teachers will travel between one site and the other or will they be constantly in one 

site. 

A: (KCA)To be worked through. If 10 form entry will have a large staff body, so options for movement or staying in 

one site. In terms of students, there is scope to make the most of all facilities. However, the aim is reduce the daily 

movement, reduce environmental footprint, so will need to be carefully managed – what is best for students / 

school.  

 

Q: Ian Thomas, assuming this went ahead and done, will there be plans for students who are at that time currently at 

BCGS in Canterbury to move to the satellite site. 

A: (KCA and IMA input)Possibly considered, although most people will look at this as being a Y7 entry and then 

moving up. However we would look and see feasibility and desirability nearer the time.  

 

Q: Peter Vickery-Jones: Not denying any child to further themselves, how would you see this working with a local 

secondary school, in harmony? Working together? 

A: KCA - Clarification, who would this be working with? PVJ: HBHSA; daughter didn’t do well, however there are a 

number of students who do very well. 

A: (KCA) As a trust we work as a non-selective school and free school will be non selective. Would always work with 

local schools in partnership, opportunity to share best practice, either Whitstable school or Herne Bay High School. 

This expansion is for selective places that have been identified as required, for selective standard students. 

A: (BS): Addressing a basic need for selective places identified as required by KCC, so this will provide for those 

coastal spaces, then leading to redistribution of places around the area. 

 

Opinion: Vince McMahon – former city councillor for West Bay. Back in 1970s-80s, KCC bought land to build a local 

school to compliment Herne Bay Academy. Grandson has been fortunate to achieve a place, HBA is an outstanding 

school. Would like to think BCAT can work with and compliment HBA, long called for an long waited. Land was put 

aside of Riley Avenue off the Whitstable Bends. To knowledge, KCC still owns this land. Will be speaking to ex-

colleagues who are County Councillors to see where we stand with what was purchased for purpose of coastal 

school, not necessarily selective. Long overdue, needed and most welcomed. 

 

Opinion: John Boyes – principal at Herne Bay High School. Kent Commissioning plan for selective places is 2024 not 

2022. Has grave concerns about content of plan. Grammar system takes 25%, in the existing plan there is 33% 

included. Parental choice important, but do not believe there is a requirement for the 5 form entry. Currently the 

plan states there is a 39 places lacking for September 2019, however do not believe all the schools full. Plan takes 

into account all the new housing developments coming on line, however only 1 is anywhere near online, (Redrow – 

near HBHS). If School opened, 300 extra places available in the system, this would result in the closure of one of the 

schools in Canterbury due to the lack of capacity. Doesn’t understand how KCC has not seen this through, doesn’t 

understand how this may be the case. Currently 21% of students who have not passed Kent Test who have to travel 

out of Herne Bay, HBHS has waiting list of 33 children in the Herne Bay community. Does not support the spending 

of millions on building a school that is not required (selective). Criticism of strategic planning by KCC. Talking approx. 

25million. Whitstable bends site is a dodgy site, no access for buses/trains – walking would be required. Funds better 

spent elsewhere. 



 

Opinion: Andrew Cook – has campaigned for HB grammar school for years. KCC figures – 2500 children leave the 

coast daily to travel to Canterbury for education. 18000 houses being built on the coast, 4000 in HB area. Will put 

strain on schools. Opportunity to rectify the wrong. Need the extra school places, possibly a non-selective as well. 

Should not have that number of students travelling. 

 

Q: Curious about geographical boundaries, how you would be able to say it is a satellite, not a new school. Are there 

limitations about distance, example, could BCGS satellite be opened in Yorkshire? 

A: (KCA) Not that we are aware of, however has to be practical and based around need, efficiency to run as one 

school. DfE would not support a long distance away. All grammars in Canterbury have migration from the coast, as 

far as aware no guidance on how far/close the satellite needs to be. 

 

Q: Proposal dependent on funding from Grammar expansion fund. What is plan b if the funding bid is unsuccessful 

(BCAT and KCC). Understand shortage of selective places, students may end up going to Dover. Highly competitive 

fund to access. 

A: (KCA) Fund is highly competitive, most schools put in for 1 FE expansion. If need for 5 FE then it will take a bigger 

chunk. KCC would have to go to other schools to see if they were able to add a form of entry. Shortage in Thanet, 

Whitstable/Herne Bay and Swale. No interest in closing other schools, working together to provide education access 

to all. Presume KCC would have to go back to the other schools to ask if they were able to expand. 

 

Q: HBHS Principal is questioning the plan itself. How is the plan put together, will the DfE verify the plans / numbers 

in the commissioning plan? Not just about grammar but about providing places for children in school. 

A: (KCA) Kent Local Authority has statutory requirement to provide places. Expansion fund provided by local 

government not LA, KCC would be likely to support since it does not come from budget. Local Government will not 

spend the money if need was not there. 

 

Q: Sarah O’Donnell – Herne Bay and Broomfield Parish Council. Question about timescale. Outcome from DfE 

decided in Autumn, what will the timeframe be for opening the school? 

A: (KCA) General rule 5 yrs, but this may take longer since land would need to be purchased. Free school process for 

example, 2 years so far. Lot’s to consider, due diligence taken into account Even if approved in Autumn, probably 5 

years. 

Q: Technology question/idea, possibility to deliver lessons remotely? 

A: (KCA) Yes possibilities are available, especially with future developments. 

 

Q: Free school, indicated it is quite complicated, due diligence mentioned. Already supporting CDS. How will BCAT 

manage opening free school and maintain standards. 

A: (KCA) CDS new HT appointed will free up EHT time to concentrate on projects. Hope that the free school will be 

open before this project starts, already 2 years on. There is capacity within trust, learning from opening the new 

block providing experience for opening the free school, so this will likely follow same processes that team already  

have experience with. 

 



Q: When will free school open? 

A: Too many unknowns, not allowed to say. Sooner than 5-10 years but not legally allowed to say when. 

 

Q: What are the advantages of the students not needing to travel into Canterbury for school. HBHS oversubscribed, 

cannot provide for all local schools. Would BCGS be impacting on this, is it a different pot, would it be impacting on 

funding available for HBHS? 

A: (KCA) KCC have legal obligation to provide school places. Could be an argument for going back to KCC and asking 

for basic need funding. Selective school expansion from central government and so does not affect funds available 

for basic need from KCC. 

Q: Why does HBHS HT object? A (from HBHS HT): Doesn’t want to get into political discussion. Kent Test selects 25%, 

many grammar schools take students who have not passed the Kent Test. In terms of will it affect HBHS, considers it 

will affect all schools. A: (KCA) Not interested in opening a school for it’s sake, this will not be to the detriment of 

other schools. This is all in response to the basic need. This is about provision of places for all students. A: HBHS HT – 

reassuring to hear, there is an issue already identified in primary school, reception and current Y7 are 

undersubscribed. These were not foreseen. 

 

Ex counsellor opinion. Still feel there is a need, land available, will speak with former colleagues to confirm. 

Comment to KCA, applauds, negative publicity, but stuck by it, wishes KCA negotiating Brexit! 


